
Ethiopia        (to the tune of I Am Woman)


We are grandmas, hear us roar

‘Bout problems too big to ignore

HIV and AIDS, human rights and orphans …  

Yes, Ethiopia has more

With help from SLF we grans have our plans 


Whoa, yes, we are  wise

But it's wisdom born of pain

Yes, we’ve  paid the price

But look how much we’ve gained


If we have to, we will try anything

We are strong (strong)

We are  invincible (invincible)

We are grandmas


In Ethiopia we stride

Where the Grans work to turn the tide

Developing Families Together (DFT) 

Providing much support and care

For thousands of people there 

We know that the need is here forever


Whoa, yes, we are wise 
But it's wisdom born of pain 
Orphans paid the price 
But look how much they’ve gained 

 
If kids have to, they can read anything 



They are strong (strong)  
They are invincible (invincible)  
They are our future 

Finances may underrate us

But SLF serves to make us

More determined to achieve our needed goals

We’ll make communities stronger

Even if it takes much longer

Achievements deepen the conviction in our souls


Whoa, yes, we are wise 
But it's wisdom born of pain 
Families pay the price 
But look how much they’ve gained 

If kids have to, they can read anything

They are  strong (strong)

They are  invincible (invincible)

Thanks to the Grans


 

We help the poorest of the poor

Help brings changes and pleasure

Kulich Youth Reproductive Health  Development 
Helps youth who need to know

How to learn and how to grow.

HIV and AIDS, healthy reproduction




Whoa, yes, we are wise

But it's wisdom born of pain

Yes, we’ve paid the price

But look how much we’ve gained





We help women so they can roar

Financially and technically 

Negem Lela Ken New brings empowerment

Tomorrow’s another Day.

We learn and plan ahead this way

The past can never keep us down again


Whoa, yes, we are strong	 	 	 

But our strength was gained from pain

Yes, we’ve all paid the price

The future is our gain


Yes, we want to support everyone

We are strong

We are invincible

We are the Grans

We are  invincible	 	 	 

We are the Grans

Oh, we are the grans




We are invincible

We are  strong

We are the grans

We are invincible

We are strong

We are the grans

G* R* A* N* S 


